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Using Discrete Trial Training (DTT) Principles:  Teaching Conceptual Skills 

 

Basic Principles: 
 

 Children must recognize the clear connection between a desired behavior (e.g., learning) and a 

subsequent award (e.g., praise). 

 Focus is on specific skills in a structured setting- it is very adult-directed 

 Every teaching moment must start with a 1) directive/cue (e.g., point to the red ball), followed by 2) 
child’s reaction, then responded with a 3) specific feedback regarding the response, followed by a 4) 
brief pause, before returning to the next teaching moment. 

 Regardless of response, the same sequence must occur.   
 
1) Directive/Cue – should be the 3 C’s (clear, concise, and consistent) done in a slightly louder voice (e.g., 
touch ball, point to red); don’t always use child’s name 
2) Child’s Reaction – could be correct, incorrect, negative behavior (e.g., screaming) or a dual response (e.g., 
clapping correctly, but also screaming) 
3) Specific Feedback – must be given immediately after reaction (e.g., praise, food, brief play with objects—
pair with praise so object can be removed eventually); if incorrect, use “nope” in a neutral manner (avoid 
more negative use of “no”) 
4) Brief Pause – allows for a “reset” period to return back to teaching 
 
* Prompt can be used in-between 1 & 2 to reduce frustration and increase likelihood of success, but should 
be eventually removed.  Types of prompts include modeling (e.g., actually pointing to the red ball), physical 
assistance (e.g., moving hand towards ball), verbally directing, explanation, etc…  If prompt is used, should 
attempt to get correct response in whatever way is needed, even if multiple prompts are needed (try to avoid 
saying “nope”) 
 
Example of one teaching moment: 
 
ADULT:  “Point to the blue ball.”/ CHILD:  [Points to correct item] / ADULT:  Immediately responds with high five and 
“Yes” / ADULT:  [briefly pauses before moving onto next moment] 
 
Using this method…. 
 

 One specific skill at a time should be focused on (e.g., teaching colors or one color). 

 It should be very time-limited, and take into account individual child 

 At least 4 in a row (or 4 out of 5) responses should be correct before giving child break 

 Skill should be reviewed later in the day or following days to make sure gains are maintained 
 
Teaching should proceed from the least difficult skill onward (only when child has mastered 1st) 
 
1) Acquisition – child simply is able to recognize or state answer without any other options present (e.g., 
points to red ball with nothing else on the table) 
2) Discrimination – recognition/expression of answers in the midst of other options (e.g., point to the red 
ball [with other balls on the table]) 
3) Generalization – recognition/expression of concepts outside of the specific learning item (e.g., point to 
another circle in the room) 
 
*May not need to start with #1 if child is high-functioning. 
*As children improve, it is encouraged that techniques are intermingled and children learn a number of 
concepts at the same time. 
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